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Subject: Public Hearing Comments
Date: Tuesday, April 25, 2023 at 2:14:39 PM Eastern Daylight Time
From: DoNotReply@delaware.gov
To: HearingComments, DNREC (MailBox Resources)

Comments on 2022-R-A-0011: Low Emission Vehicle Program

Name: Patrice Hartung
Phone: 
Email Address: dtsterling@aol.com
OrganizaTon: 

Comments:
Delaware is not California and should not be adopTng anything from California. The state should not be telling
ciTzens and manufacturers what they can or can't buy or make. Electric vehicles are NOT good for the environment,
just for elites who make money and get taxpayer credits and the CCP who control many minerals for the baYeries.
EVs are environmentally worse in their manufacture and later disposal than gas powered vehicles. Electric vehicle are
DANGEROUS--they can catch on fire and destroy property and people. They are inefficient as they have limited range,
which goes down with Tme alone, but also with bad weather. They are DANGEROUS because they can strand people
who are trying to escape dangerous storms or by blocking roads by becoming majorly heavy paperweights. They also
make going any distance difficult and Tme-consuming. The weight of them will ruin roads and could collapse parking
garages. And of course they are majorly expensive to buy, expensive to charge, and outrageously expensive to replace
baYeries, which can't be recycled. Oh, and EVs are STILL powered almost enTrely by FOSSIL FUELS and always will be.
Gas vehicles are affordable, refuel in minutes, have longer distance ranges and can carry more than a few people and
baggage. They also are preferred by the vast majority of people, including the ciTzens of Delaware. Stop trying to
force people to sit down, shut up and do what we are told by power-hungry eliTsts in the name of so-called climate
change (which was global cooling before it became global warming before it became climate change--something that
exists only in computer models and not in reality.) 


